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Graphite was modified by 250 keV 37Cl+ ion implantation. Combined Raman microspect-

rometry/transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies have been used to characterize

the multiscale organization of the graphite structure. The penetration depth of 37Cl+ into

the graphite sample was limited to the surface (�200 nm) because of the dissipation of

the irradiating ion energy as expected by secondary ion mass spectrometry analysis.

Raman microspectrometry appears to be an appropriate tool for studying such scales.

Spectra showed a strong increase of defect bands after implantation at a fluence of

5 Æ 1013 ions/cm2. In order to examine the structural degradation of the graphite versus

the depth at the nanometer scale, the focused ion beam technique seems to be a well-sui-

ted method for a relevant coupling of Raman and TEM observations.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Ion beam irradiation (or implantation) has been used to mod-

ify the physical and chemical properties of materials [1–6]. It

has frequently been used to reduce corrosion [7], improve

wear resistance of materials [8], and to reduce the formation

of oxidation layers on the metal surface [9]. Such implanta-

tion introduces a wide range of defects in a controlled man-

ner whatever the nature of the incident irradiation because

the latter plays a minor role [10]. However, the penetration

depth into the bulk materials, even through a high energy

ion irradiation, is limited to the surface because of the rapid

dissipation of the irradiating ion energy [11,12].

The application of Raman microspectrometry for the char-

acterization, at a micrometer scale, of the graphite structure
er Ltd. All rights reserved
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after ion implantation (ion-implanted graphite), is well suited

since the penetration depth of a Raman laser into graphite is

80–100 nm [13,14]. Indeed, several authors have studied the

structural modifications of graphite using this technique be-

cause it has a high spatial resolution (�1 lm) and provides

less averaged information, in comparison with X-ray diffrac-

tion (XRD) [15–18]. Moreover, analyses are rapid, operationally

straightforward, non-destructive and require minimal sample

preparation, characteristics that make Raman microspect-

rometry particularly attractive.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) allows for its part

the direct imaging of the polyaromatic layers profile and con-

sequently the access to the multiscale organization in the

nanometer–micrometer range. However, the quantification

of the structural order or disorder is not easy, whereas Raman
.
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is a ‘blind’ method but gives nevertheless quantitative infor-

mation on the structural defects. Therefore, Raman micro-

spectrometry and TEM appear to be complementary

techniques and their cross-utilization was chosen here to ob-

tain a pertinent structural characterization of ion-implanted

graphite.

In fact, numerous TEM studies on the structure of different

carbons have already been reported [19–22]. However, the

observation by TEM of the nanostructural changes caused

by the ion beam irradiation at the surface, or near the surface,

cannot easily be achievable by conventional techniques such

as hand grinding, ultramicrotomy and mechanical abrasion

or ion thinning. Moreover, all these methods have additional

disadvantages. For instance, ion thinning could cause notice-

able graphite amorphization. Ultramicrotomy is extremely

complicated to perform due to difficulty to precisely select,

at the micrometer scale, a region of interest from which to

produce the thin sections [23]. In the case of our graphite,

the modified zone forms a micrometer thick skin at the sur-

face of centimeter sized platelets. The production of thin sec-

tions perpendicular to the platelet does not appear to be

trivial; this necessitates cutting a millimeter thick slice of

platelet, putting it flat into a mould and to embed it in resin

in an orientation allowing at first the cut of the modified zone

by a diamond knife. Moreover, decohesions and possible tear-

ing could preferentially occur between ‘structurally modified’

and virgin graphite, i.e., when differences in hardness occur.

Similar problems could be also considered as far as mechan-

ical abrasion is concerned.

The process which can provide a great advance in the

study of the ion-implanted graphite is the use of thin sections

prepared by the focused ion beam (FIB) technique. In fact, the

very important benefit of this method is the easy and direct

control of the choice of the area, the sample orientation

according to the beam and the specimen thickness during

ion milling [23]. This state-of-the-art preparation method of

thin sections (<100 nm) for TEM observation has been used

intensively in various fields such as geosciences [24–32] and

has been demonstrated in many applications. It was first used

in scanning ion microscopy [33] and lithography [34], gas-as-

sisted etching and deposition [35], failure analysis [36] and

modification of integrated circuits and multicomponent de-

vices [37].

In the present study, we have applied the FIB technique

which offers a great opportunity to combine Raman and

TEM studies of ion-implanted graphite. We reported studies

on the graphite implanted with 250 keV 37Cl, at a fluence of

5 Æ 1013 ions/cm2. The profile depth of 37Cl has been followed

by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) which is widely

used due to its high sensitivity and its ability to reproduce

the in-depth profiles of elements [38–40].

2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation

The sample of virgin graphite is a nuclear graphite (highly

graphitized petroleum coke–pitch carbon–carbon composite)

used as a moderator in the ‘‘uranium natural graphite gas’’
(UNGG) nuclear reactors. It was implanted at room tempera-

ture using the 400 kV ion implanter of the Institute of Nuclear

Physics of Lyon (IPNL, Lyon, France). The sample was im-

planted with a 250 keV 37Cl+ ion beam at a fluence of 5 Æ 1013

ions/cm2.

The FIB method was used to prepare thin sections of the

ion-implanted graphite. It was performed with an FEI STRATA

DB 235 FIB dual beam system at the institut d’électronique de

microélectronique et de nanotechnologie (IEMN, Lille, France).

The system combines scanning electron beam and ion beam

modes as two units of a single instrument. This method is de-

scribed in more detail in [41,42]. The FIB system uses a Gal-

lium liquid metal as ion source. A thin layer of platinum

was first deposited in order to protect the specimen surface

during the milling process. In order to avoid any potential

damage to the sample surface during electron beam deposi-

tion of the Pt strap, samples were previously coated with a

thin (�30 nm) layer of palladium–gold (Pd–Au) using a sputter

coater (Polaron SC 7620) before being inserted into the FIB

chamber. A 30 kV Ga+ beam operating at �20 nA excavated

the sample from both sides of the Pt layer to a depth of about

5 lm. By using a micromanipulator, the sample is removed

and transferred to a TEM grid. The last step involves the final

thinning of the sample, resulting in a section at about 15 lm ·
5 lm, with a thickness of about 100 nm, thus making it elec-

trons transparent. For images of the various stages of milling

process, see [25,26,30].

2.2. Characterization

2.2.1. Raman microspectrometry
Raman microspectrometry was used to evaluate the struc-

tural change resulting from the chlorine implantation. Stud-

ies were performed in ambient conditions by using a

Renishaw INVIA spectrometer equipped with an Ar laser

source, focused through a Leica microscope. The Rayleigh

scattering component was removed by a Notch filter, and

the Raman-scattered light was dispersed by a holographic

grating with 1800 lines/mm and detected by a CCD camera.

The spectra were collected under microscope (x50 objective)

using the 514.5 nm wavelength (2.41 eV). Very low incident

power (1–5 mW) was used to avoid heating effects

[21,22,42,43]. Each spectrum represents the average of three

measurements (Fig. 1).

2.2.2. Transmission electron microscopy
Thin sections prepared by the FIB technique were investi-

gated using TEM JEOL 2011 microscope operating at 200 kV.

The graphite nanostructure can be directly imaged coupling

various TEM modes [20,44]. In the present study, we used

mainly the dark field (11DF) mode and the 002 lattice fringe

mode (often called ‘‘high-resolution’’ mode). 11 dark field

mode is an amplitude contrast technique, enabling the imag-

ing of ‘‘moiré’’ fringes formed by superimposed crystallites ly-

ing flat. The extent of homogeneous moiré fringes area, both

in direction and in period, permits to measure La the diameter

of the coherent domain or the Basic Structural Units (BSU). By

using the 002 lattice fringe technique (002LF), it is possible to

directly image the profile of the polyaromatic layers.



Fig. 1 – Secondary electron microscopy images recorded after FIB thining, showing two orthogonal views of a completely

thinned sample.
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2.2.3. Secondary ion mass spectrometry
The 37Cl depth profiles were analyzed with a CAMECA IMS

6f SIMS facility at the ‘‘Ecole des Mines de Paris’’ at Fontaine-

bleau, France. The focused primary beam was scanned over

an area of 150 · 150 lm2 on the sample surface. Secondary

ions were collected from a smaller region (8 lm in size) lo-

cated in the center of the sputtered area in order to minimize

crater-edge effects. The analysis was made with a Cs+ primary

ion beam of about 8 nA intensity. Negative secondary 37Cl�

ions (mainly implanted ions), and 12C� ions (matrix ions) were

collected. As the 12C� signal does not vary, it was used as a

reference to normalize the 37Cl� signal. The depth scale for

each sputtered profile was determined by measuring the cra-

ter depth by optical interferometry at the Institut National des

Sciences Appliquées (INSA, Lyon, France), using a FOGAL de-

vice [45]. The depth resolution was estimated to be around

50 nm at the bottom of the crater. The uncertainty of the mea-

surement can be explained by two means: the remaining

sample surface roughness (0.2 lm) and the differential ero-
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Fig. 2 – Raman spectra obtained with k0 = 514.5 nm showing the

graphite (HOPG) (dotted line) and (b) virgin graphite.
sion rates due to local graphite heterogeneities (more or less

graphitized zones due to different carbon compounds) [46].
37Cl� intensities were converted to 37Cl atomic concentra-

tions, by normalizing the area of the implanted SIMS profile

by the area of the profile calculated with the stopping and

range of ions in matter (SRIM) software (based on Monte Carlo

calculations) [47].

3. Result and discussion

Fig. 2 shows Raman spectra of the single crystalline graphite

(highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)) and the nuclear

graphite. They are divided into first and second-order regions.

The first order Raman spectrum of single crystalline graphite

(HOPG) (Fig. 2a), normally consists of two vibrational modes

E2g with D4
6h symmetry, i.e. to in-plane bond stretching of aro-

matic carbons in the graphitic structure, situated at 42 (not

shown here) and 1581 cm�1 respectively [48]. The most stud-

ied is the so-called G ‘‘Graphite’’ band at around 1581 cm�1
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Fig. 3 – Raman spectra, obtained with k0 = 514.5 nm, of (a) virgin graphite and (b) graphite implanted (dotted line) with 37Cl at a

fluence of 5 Æ 1013 ions/cm2 and at room temperature.
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[48,49]. The nuclear graphite is a polycrystalline carbon con-

sisting of large numbers of finite sub-micrometer-sized gra-

phitic crystallites. Raman spectrum of such polycrystalline

graphite exhibits additional bands called D for ‘‘Defect’’ bands

(Fig. 2b). They are known to be characteristic of imperfect

crystalline graphite and to grow in intensity relative to the

G band with increasing degree of disorder in the graphitic

structure [19,49]. The band occurring at 1360 cm�1 (D1 band)

is usually the most intense defect band and was first attrib-

uted to breathing mode with A1g symmetry. As proposed by

Tuinstra and Koenig for a series of graphitic materials, the ra-

tio ID1/IG is inversely proportional to the mean size (La) of the

crystallites calculated by X-ray diffraction [49]:

R1 ¼ ID1=IG / 1=La

The 1620 cm�1 band (D2 band) appears as a shoulder on

the G band, and was assigned to a lattice vibration involving

the distribution of graphene layers spacing at the surface

[50]. The 1500 cm�1 band (D3 band) is present in poorly or-

dered carbons as a very wide band. Beny-Bassez and Rouzaud

attributed this band to the out-plane defects such as tetrahe-

dral carbons (sp3 carbons within sp2 structures) [51].

Raman spectrum of a single crystal exhibits also the sec-

ond order bands at about 2450, 2720, and 3240 cm�1 (Fig. 2a)

attributed to overtones or combinations scattering [50]. The

most intense, near 2700 cm�1, splits into two bands and was

then described as a characteristic feature of a perfect tri-peri-

odic order met in undisturbed or a highly ordered graphite lat-

tice [14].

The virgin nuclear graphite exhibits no pronounced split

but has a relatively broad band; this indicates that the tri-

periodic order is not perfect, as it is usual in these synthetic

graphites obtained by heat-treatment at atmospheric pres-

sure. An additional band is observed at 2950 cm�1 which

has been assigned to a combination of the G and D modes

characteristic of disturbed graphitic structures, (G + D) [52].

Fig. 3 shows Raman spectra (k0 = 514.5 nm) of virgin

graphite and chlorine ion-implanted graphite. After implan-

tation, we clearly observe a significant increase of the D1
(�1350 cm�1) and D2 (�1585 cm�1) band intensities relative

to the G band, suggesting the occurrence of a highly disor-

dered graphite in the modified zone. Such spectral modifica-

tions correspond to the decrease of the crystallites size

since the Tuinstra and Koenig ratio R1 varied from 0.4 for vir-

gin graphite to 1.1 for ion-implanted graphite. We also ob-

serve an increase of the D3 (�1500 cm�1) band probably

related to an increasing amount of sp3 hybridized carbon

atoms, responsible for a more and more amorphous character

of the modified zone of ion-implanted graphite.

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was used here to

characterize the penetration depth of chlorine after the ion

implantation which is directly responsible for the defect for-

mation. Fig. 4 displays the comparison between the SRIM cal-

culated profile and the implanted experimental 37Cl profile.

The 37Cl projected range (Rp) calculated with SRIM is

200 nm and the maximum of the 37Cl concentration is around

50 ppm at. A spreading of the experimental profile over depth

compared to the SRIM profile is observed. Vaudey et al. attrib-

uted this spreading to the porous texture of the nuclear
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graphite (carbon–carbon composite) [46]. The presence of

chlorine at this depth from the surface proves that the struc-

tural defect is also limited to the surface and that it is very

complicated or even impossible from a technical aspect to ob-

serve this defect at a nanometer scale.

The results indicate that the FIB–SEM offers exceptional

precision and seems to be an appropriate method for prepar-

ing thin sections for TEM examination of ion-implanted

graphite (Fig. 5). The technique provides analytical access to

very small scale features that are lost if the sample is pre-

pared by conventional methods. In the studied thin section

prepared by FIB (see Fig. 5a), the surface of the ion-implanted
Fig. 5 – (a) Secondary electron image of the thin section prepared

5 · 1013 ions/cm2; (b) transmission electron microscopy image of

Au-Pd prior to FIB work. (c)–(e) HRTEM images showing the evo
graphite appears on the top of the section, just below the pro-

tection layer (single arrow). The 002 lattice fringe mode was

particularly used to image the profile of the aromatic layers

in very small areas (30 nm · 30 nm). This allows to follow

carefully, step by step, the organization from the near surface

(ion-implanted graphite, Fig. 5c) up to the virgin graphite

(Fig. 5e), through a zone less affected by ion implantation

(Fig. 5d).

The results showed a dramatic change of the polyaromatic

layers organization at the near surface according to 002

fringes (Fig. 5c), where the density of 37Cl implantation was

maximal. This explained the high increase of the defects
by the FIB of graphite implanted with chlorine at a fluence of

the ion-implanted graphite that was coated with �30 nm of

lution of 002 lattice fringes (002 LF) after 37Cl implantation.
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bands relative to the G band in Raman spectrum. However,

the graphite structure was strongly damaged without becom-

ing completely amorphous: only short nanometer-sized

fringes forming small BSU (stacks of 2–3 layers) are visible

and these stacks are strongly disoriented, losing the lamellar

nanostructure of the virgin graphite. This is most probably

due to the occurrence of sp3 carbons having an angle of

109� with others sp2 carbons, hence, the increase of the BSU

disorientation. Geometrically speaking, such cross-linked

BSU form nanopores. From the surface which was strongly af-

fected by implantation up to virgin graphite where there is no

implantation, the 002 lattice fringe mode showed more or less

distorted polyaromatic layers (Fig. 5d), and eventually stiff,

flawless, large (>>0.1 lm) and planar layers without any de-

fects, corresponding to non-implanted zones (Fig. 5e).

The decrease of La, the coherent domain (BSU) diameter

was confirmed by the measurement of the rotation moiré

fringes in the 11DF dark field images. This phenomenon is

due to the fact that two slightly rotated crystals give birth to

two 11 beams close enough to each other to interfere, thus

some moirés fringes appear [20,44] whereas, the crystals

which do not fulfil the 110 Bragg condition remain dark

(Fig. 6). In this study, the size of the largest coherent domains

is about 200–300 nm for pristine graphite, and decreases to

50–100 nm for the most modified zone of graphite (Fig. 6).

The results obtained by TEM are in good agreement with

those of Raman microspectrometry, and both methods are

complementary. For a fluence of 5 Æ 1013 ions/cm2, a very dis-

ordered nanoporous carbon is obtained in the most im-

planted zone. However, a true amorphous carbon is not
Fig. 6 – 11 Dark field micrograph of ion-implanted graphite

showing a decrease of crystallites size near the surface,

where the implantation was maximal.
reached, since nanometer-length fringes remain visible, and

Raman spectra still contain two well identified D and G bands.

Work is still in progress on the ion-implanted graphite at

varying doses and implantation temperatures in order to

emulate the effect of neutrons in the nuclear reactor and

understand the basic physical radiation damage processes,

for which neutron irradiation is often less well-suited. One

of the major differences in the characteristics of ions and

neutrons is their depth of penetration (over many millimeters

of the materials for neutrons) [12]. Thus, the FIB-thinning

technique appears to be an appropriate method for a relevant

characterization of ion-implanted graphite since it allows an

effective coupling of Raman and TEM.

However, it must be noted that the FIB should be used very

carefully as the sample preparation technique may produce

some artifacts like local Gallium implantation in the top sur-

face of graphite, and also, depending on the material, the cre-

ation of a several nanometers-thick amorphous layer

covering the sidewall of the graphite TEM specimen

[26,53,54]. Such artefacts, which may impact TEM observa-

tions, can be largely avoided by following some precautions.

The sample top surface can be successfully protected by

depositing a platinum strap on the sample area of interest

prior to the milling stage. We improved the surface protection

by depositing previously a Pd–Au coating (Fig. 5b). The 002LF

images have been carried out on a virgin nuclear graphite sec-

tion prepared by FIB, and showed perfectly stacked graphene

layers in all over the top surface.

The sidewall damage is unavoidable in the FIB preparation

of the TEM specimen. This damage effects can be reduced sig-

nificantly by using low acceleration voltages for the ion beam,

reducing the thickness of the amorphous layer [55]. With all

these precautions, the alteration of the TEM graphite observa-

tion could be successfully avoided.
4. Conclusion

We have shown that it is possible to prepare high-quality TEM

ultra-thin sections of ion-implanted graphite for high resolu-

tion imaging, using the FIB technique. A pertinent coupling of

Raman microspectrometry and TEM (11DF and 002LF modes)

highlights the structural damage in graphite induced by ion

implantation. Raman results revealed a significant increase

of ID1/IG ratio after chlorine implantation predicting a strong

disorder increase near the surface. The development of this

disorder is confirmed by TEM and directly imaged by using

thin sections prepared by FIB. Such sections allow the imag-

ing of a gradient of structural changes from virgin graphite

up to a highly disordered carbon near the surface. 11DF

images show a strong decrease of the crystallite size. For a flu-

ence of 5 Æ 1013 ions/cm2, a true amorphous carbon is not

reached, since nanometer-length fringes remains visible as

shown by 002LF.
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